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We are excited to share the insights and retail trends EDITED
tracked in Q1 2022. Our data-filled review uses EDITED data to
analyze market KPIs, category opportunities, retailers' strategies,
and investigate the challenges retail faces.

The industry continues to evolve; from the pandemic and global
issues like supply chain disruptions, the new year has already shown
us the importance of having data at your fingertips and the need to
pivot strategies in real-time.

Each quarter the retail analyst team focuses on the top trends and
stories shaping retail, from sustainability and inflation to in-depth
monthly reporting on key categories such as Intimates, Streetwear,
Homeware and Luxury fashion.

In 2021 they produced a record 1,100 Retail Reports, 250 Runway
Reports and over 1,400 Visual Runway collections.

These exclusive reports, available only to EDITED customers, offer
insight and analysis unavailable even to industry insiders because
our reports are backed by the power of EDITED Connected
Commerce - covering over 8 years of AI driven global analytics and
our team of retail experts. 

We hope you enjoy this snapshot of Q1's retail performance. For
more information on EDITED and our Connected Commerce SaaS
platforms and services, please visit us at edited.com

WELCOME TO EDITED’S 
Q1 2022 RETAIL AND
TREND REPORT

edited.com
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Quarterly Review Key Takeaways

Q1’s average days to ship and return rates both
increased YoY and QoQ. Yet, both also had improved
performance in March as the quarter closed.

The percentage of unsold inventory was up YoY and
QoQ, however, the US, UK, DE and ES all had increased
levels of new product land vs. COVID-impacted 2021.

Q1’s average global order values grew YoY by 7.6%.
Alongside inflated prices, the analyzed regions all
decreased average discount depths and the proportion
of assortments reduced.

DE and ES retailers had a low 23% newness rate for
dresses vs. 27% in the US and UK. The UK was the only
region not to prioritize swimwear, instead favoring
accessories.

Women’s sportswear and shapewear offer opportunity for
growth, with the former being invested in more by
heavyweights adidas and Nike, and the latter forecasted to
reach $3.7bn by 2028.

An overview of the quarter using EDITED data. Including
market KPIs, category opportunities, business financials,
analysis of retailers' strategies and investigation into the
challenges retail faced.
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AVERAGE DAYS TO SHIP - 2.87 DAYS

A backlog of orders in January increased average shipping 
to almost four days, bringing the total average up YoY and
QoQ. However, it dropped as the quarter progressed, falling
to 2.16 in March vs. 2.21 in 2021, suggesting shipping times
for Q2 will speed up.

RETURN RATES - 24.23%

Following golden quarter shopping and a higher percentage
of customers bracketing their purchases than last year, Q1
return rates increased compared to LY and Q4. Similar to
shipping, March had fewer returns than any other month.

PERCENTAGE OF INVENTORY NOT SOLD EACH
MONTH - 20.43%

The percentage of unsold inventory each month was above
YoY and QoQ levels, with retailers closing Q1 2022 with
20.43% of their assortments unsold vs. 19.43% in Q1 2021
and 16.47% in Q4 2021.

AVERAGE ORDER VALUE - $167.26

The upshot of inflation, average global order values for Q1
outpaced Q4 by 2.3% and Q1 2021 by 7.6%. March
registered the highest value, with orders averaging $180.37.

Global Market Retail Index
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Quarterly Review

March arrivals were below 2019’s levels for the third year,
despite a 20% MoM rise.

New products landing in Q1 decreased 22% vs. Q4, yet
grew 27% annually. YoY, dresses and bottoms have
gained assortment share.

2021 had the lowest average product and percentage of
assortments discounted over the past three years. In Q1,
the proportion of ranges reduced dropped by 2pp YoY,
but discount rates remained flat.

Swimwear was the category with the highest rate of
newness at 36%. In contrast, outerwear had the lowest. 

US MARKET

Retail Overview

edited.com

Retail Overview - US
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US Market KPIs
March & Q1 2022 MoM, QoQ & YoY comparisons
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Quarterly Review

March arrivals were above 2019 levels. A shift on 2021
and 2020 in which numbers plummeted. 

Q1 items entering the market were up 24% YoY, yet
down 1% from the golden quarter. On average, retailers
discounted more product and deeper than the period
that housed Black Friday.

Accessories had the highest rate of newness with 34% of
retailing product arriving over the quarter. 

Tops and dresses had the most significant shift in arrivals
YoY. The former comprising 2% less of the arrival
assortment and the latter 2% more.  

UK MARKET

Retail Overview

edited.com

Retail Overview - US
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UK Market KPIs
March & Q1 2022 MoM, QoQ & YoY comparisons
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March saw arrivals well above 2019 and 2020 levels, yet
below 2021. However, the tally across the quarter was an
11% increase YoY.

Annual shifts in arrival assortments saw Zoom-dressing
tops and accessories downgraded for an increase in
footwear, bottoms and outerwear. 

Reflecting March as a time for new arrivals, the discount
assortment and average discount depth were lower than
the two months prior. Q1 in its entirety saw depths and
reduced assortments each down 4pp annually.

Dresses had the lowest rate of newness at just 23% vs.
seasonal swimwear at 30%.

DE MARKET

Retail Overview
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Retail Overview - US
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DE Market KPIs
March & Q1 2022 MoM, QoQ & YoY comparisons
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Quarterly Review

March arrivals fell close to 2019 levels, however, a 96%
increase vs. 2021 demonstrates the effects of the
pandemic and supply chain pain. The month saw lower
discount depths and proportions than the last three
years. 

Over the whole quarter, arrivals equaled a more modest
22% YoY increase. Discount depths and proportions
increased on Q4, the golden quarter, but were down
YoY. 

In line with seasonal shifts, the swim category had the
highest rate of newness and outerwear the lowest.
Continuing pandemic trends dresses also had low
newness and sleepwear high. 

ES MARKET

Retail Overview
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Retail Overview - US
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ES Market KPIs
March & Q1 2022 MoM, QoQ & YoY comparisons
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Female golfers now have more apparel options, with
tops, bottoms and footwear replacing accessories. Nike
US increased its women’s basketball products by 110%.

At Nike and adidas, tops options have grown 77% and
bottoms almost 50% for women’s tennis assortments.

The Coconut Girl aesthetic and surfing debut at the
Tokyo Olympics propelled sportier swim styles. Backed
by SKIMS, rash vest options are up 74% vs. 2019.

Retail inclusive products for all women. Consider period-
proof activewear, modest swim and extended sizes.

WOMEN'S SPORTSWEAR

Following significant investor backing into female leagues
and the Women’s Euros this summer, retailers are making
strides towards inclusivity.

Expansion Opportunities

edited.com

Global Black Friday Themes
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Replenishment rates have risen from 39% to 45% in the
US YoY, while the average markdown in the UK is down
four percentage points to 33%.

As less newness is required, getting products right is
critical. The impact of COVID saw an evolution from
occasionwear to everyday.

Retailers are phasing out descriptions of “slimming,” for
“smoothing,” “firming,” and “sculpting,” emphasizing
seamless styles, comfort and support.

Reflect inclusivity in nude shades and innovation in
lightweight moisture-wicking fabrics that support post-
partum bodies without being marketed to “snap back.”

SHAPEWEAR

A category hit hard by the pandemic, shapewear is
experiencing a comeback, with the global market
forecasted to reach $3.7bn by 2028.

Read: The Retailer's Guide To Succeeding In Shapewear

Expansion Opportunities

edited.com

Expansion Opportunities
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Google Search Trends: Shapewear vs. Activewear

https://blog.edited.com/blog/shapewear-market-analysis
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In Q1, Dec 1, 2021 – Feb 28, 2022, H&M cited the group’s net
sales increased by 18% as well as stating that well-received
collections led to a higher share of full-price sales and lower
costs for markdowns. We analyze this claim with EDITED data.

LESS DISCOUNTING

From Aug 2021, there was a decrease in the average product
discount retailing in the US and UK than the two years prior. The
first three months of 2022 saw discount depths continue to
diverge, averaging a price reduction of 37% vs. 45% in 2019.
However, the proportion of assortments reduced isn’t as clear
cut, at times being lower or more significant than historically.

MORE FULL-PRICED SALES

Analyzing the first three months of 2022, in the UK 121% more
products reached first majority sell out without discounting vs.
the same period in 2019. Overall the price of products selling out
of the majority of SKUs for the first time increased by 27%, to an
average of £17.40.

Successful Strategy: H&M

edited.com

Successful Strategy
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H&M US – Average Discount Applied to Products by Month
All products in stock 2021 vs. 2020 & 2019
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THE COST OF LIVING VS. COST OF APPAREL

Retailers must consider the current competition and local market
values to determine how much consumers are willing to pay upon
entering new markets. Products are most expensive on average in
South Korea, impacted by shipping and taxes from western brands.
However, the average price of an outfit outstrips the Cost of Living
Index, suggesting consumers in this market may have more
disposable income to spend on fashion.

WHAT'S SELLING ACROSS THE PLANET?

To further demystify what customers are willing to pay by region,
analyze the price points working well. Look outside the US to justify
higher price points for dresses. Japan had the largest percentage
of sell outs between $60-$100. In Australia, the same proportion of
dresses sold out between $50-$60 as $30-$40, showing that
retailers can push into higher brackets in line with market inflation.

Read: 5 Considerations For A Winning Geo-Pricing Strategy

edited.com

Business Impact
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Business Impact: Geo-Pricing

The Average Price of an Outfit Vs. the Cost of Living Index
Mass market products in stock on Mar 11, 2022 alongside Numbeo data

https://blog.edited.com/blog/5-considerations-for-geopricing
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RETAILERS EXIT RUSSIA 

Retailers responded to the invasion by halting online sales and
shipping, or by closing stores in Russia. Some took a political stand
and others cited the logistical challenges of trading amid war.
adidas predicted closing ecommerce and store operations in
Russia and Ukraine would result in a €250mn sales hit for 2022.
Burberry is also expected to experience a drop in sales, stating
Russia is its fifth-largest European market, valued at £337.2bn.

KNOCK-ON EFFECTS

The ramifications will be felt globally as luxury goods are restricted
from being exported to Russia, with new sanctions imposed by the
UK, EU and US. Chanel recently enforced regulations on selling
products to Russian customers traveling abroad. Inflation in the US
is at a 40-year high and will only continue to rise due to its reliance
on Russian resources, impacting prices for gas, energy and food
first and then fashion, especially petroleum-based fabrics. Russian
embargoes have seen world leaders turn to Saudi Arabia to
campaign for oil and gas, which will lead to apparel prices rising in
the Middle East. 

edited.com

Business Impact
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Business Impact: Russia-Ukraine War
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The Lingerie Market Explained In
8 Charts

5 Considerations For A Winning
Geo-Pricing Strategy

Luxury Fashion: The Data Behind
The Evolution

Inside Retail: Tech Talks - A New
Five-Part Podcast Series from
EDITED

Most read on EDITED Insights
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In Fashion: How Brands Can Avoid
A New Downward Price Spiral  -
WWD

Supply Chain Woes Won’t End
With the Holiday Season, it’s Time
to Look Beyond 2021 - Total Retail

AI in retail has to be semi-
automated. Here’s why -
VentureBeat

EDITED in the press

Shapewear Market Size, Share &
Trends Analysis Report  - Research
And Markets

H&M Hennes & Mauritz AB Three-
month report - H&M Group

US inflation is at a 40-year high.
Russia’s war will only make it worse
- The Guardian

Resources Retail Index
The Retail Index aggregates commerce
data from our Enterprise Intelligence
clients, who provide permission for use
of their anonymised operational data to
enable Indexing of performance on a
wide range of Retail metrics. 

Abbreviations
Av. Dis. = Average discount / Av. Prop.
Dis. = Average Proportion On Discount
/ PP = Percentage Points

https://blog.edited.com/blog/lingerie-market
https://blog.edited.com/blog/5-considerations-for-geopricing
https://blog.edited.com/blog/luxury-fashion-data
https://blog.edited.com/blog/introducingtechtalks
http://www.edited.com/
https://wwd.com/business-news/business-features/in-fashion-price-inflation-edited-juliana-prather-data-1235027470/
https://www.mytotalretail.com/article/supply-chain-woes-wont-end-with-the-holiday-season-its-time-to-look-beyond-2021/
https://venturebeat.com/2022/02/05/ai-in-retail-has-to-be-semi-automated-heres-why/
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5440506/shapewear-market-size-share-and-trends-analysis
https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5440506/shapewear-market-size-share-and-trends-analysis
https://hmgroup.com/news/h-m-hennes-mauritz-ab-three-month-report-13/
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2022/feb/27/russia-ukraine-inflation-us-oil-economy-green-energy
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EDITED is the leader in Retail Intelligence and AI-driven data
insights. With our SaaS Connect Commerce Cloud platforms, the
world’s most innovative brands and retailers achieve better results
through real time market information aligned with fast enterprise
analytics, showing the why and what’s next. EDITED Connected
Commerce helps brands increase margins against their competition,
generate more sales and power improved product sorting, pricing,
replenishment and customer engagement. EDITED brings the
science retail needs to drive profitable growth.

Visit our website and schedule a demo at edited.com/demo

ABOUT EDITED

THE RETAIL INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM

About EDITED

edited.com15

Marta Setien,
Director of Pricing,
MANGO

EDITED helps us make business decisions
based on real-time information and gives us
the ability to react more quickly. This has
been key in us gaining 900k new customers
and increasing gross online revenue almost
50% in 2020.

https://edited.com/book-a-demo/
http://www.edited.com/
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Better insights. 
Better decisions.
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